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Abstract 

 
While the field of loanword research has received more attention since the Nineteenth Century, it 

has been noted that the existing literature is rather limited in terms of both the perspective and the 

methodology, both of which deserve special attention from future research. In an attempt to 

address these problems in the field, this thesis attempts to study loanwords from an 

onomasiological perspective with use of corpus data. It first examines the conceptual framework 

adopted in the field of loanwords research and modifies the inconsistencies within the framework 

for a better understanding on the process of lexical choice. Then, this thesis proposes a 

methodology that attempts to capture patterns in speakers’ attitude towards loanwords from corpus 

data. It ends with the application of the proposed methodology to a diachronic case study on a 

Russian word pair, one English loanword and its native synonym, in order to demonstrate the 

potential of such a methodology to provide a different understanding to the usage of loanwords.     
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1. Introduction  

Loanwords, one type of lexical borrowing, refer to lexical items which are borrowed from the 

source language (SL) into the receptor language (RL). While codeswitching refers to the process 

of switching between grammatical systems of different languages in one conversation, loanwords 

are adapted into the receptor language’s morphological and phonological systems when entering 

as a foreign lexical item (Muysken 2000:70). Although scholars started paying more attention to 

the field of loanword research since the late nineteenth century, three major shortcomings have 

been pointed out in recent studies, regarding the scope of research questions, the perspective and 

the methodology chosen to investigate loanwords by Zenner & Kristiansen (2014). 

To start with, the traditional approach has been to study loanwords from the structuralist 

perspective, which means to focus on “the position of borrowed items within the structure of the 

receptor language” (Zenner & Kristiansen 2014:2). While the field of loanword research remains 

popular nowadays, a majority of research in the field has been conducted on four major topics, all 

along the line of this perspective: the taxonomy (i.e. defining and categorizing loanwords), the 

progress of morphological or phonological adaptations, the distinction between single-word 

codeswitching and loanwords,  and patterns of variation in borrowability2. On the contrary, less 

attention has been paid to certain topics so far, including the variation in usage of loanwords and 

the attitudinal influence on that usage and other topics that concern more the lexical variation of 

loans after successfully entering RL, rather than the process of entering RL.  

Moreover, Zenner & Kristiansen (2014) points out that studying loanwords from the 

structuralist perspective implies the treatment of each single lexical item as a unit under scrutiny, 

                                                
2 Basically borrowability of loanwords refers to the level of “receptivity” towards linguistic material with 
a foreign origin into the receptor language (Zenner & Kristiansen 2014:1).  
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called a single-word unit. In other words, the structuralist perspective only studies each single 

word in isolation, which really limits the scope of the understanding on loans and their positions 

in a larger picture. Addressing this limitation on the perspective used in the literature, Zenner & 

Kristiansen (2014) advocates to expand the focus of research to multi-word units in order to 

include contextual information of loans’ occurrences, which can be conducted in two ways. One 

option is to expand the scope of investigation from including only the adapted lexical item in the 

receptor language to including as well the list of possible lexical equivalents in the source language, 

in an attempt to understand the usage and success of loans after their adaptation into the receptor 

language. In Zenner & Kristiansen (2014) the approach of studying one lexical item in its 

relationship with other related items is called an onomasiological approach. The other option is to 

take into consideration of the contexts where loanwords occur to gain a more comprehensive 

understanding of their current status in the receptor language. This suggested way of expansion 

therefore allows inquiries into the idiomatic expression or the fixed phrase containing a loanword 

as multi-word units and therefore is connecting loanword research to the field of phraseology, in 

which a phrase containing multiple words is treated as one unit, instead of a single word.   

In addition to the limitation in perspectives mentioned above, the restricted range of 

methodologies applied in the field of loanword research is also pointed out in Zenner & Kristiansen 

(2014). First of all, previous studies have been conducted through analyzing limited amount of 

data, collected from “small corpora3, observation from dictionaries or ad hoc created examples 

from personal observations” (Zenner & Kristiansen 2014:5). Such inadequacy of data not only 

severely impedes the validity of conclusions, but also largely restricts the generalizability of 

patterns found in those studies. Since more and more linguists have devoted themselves to the 

                                                
3 As defined in Kennedy (2014:1), a corpus is referred to “a body of written text or transcribed 
speech which can serve as a basis for linguistic analysis and description”.  
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compilation and analysis of corpora stored in online databases over the last three decades, the new 

field called corpus linguistics is thriving at this very moment and therefore the availability of 

corpora on a variety of language and the size of those corpora have both been increasing rapidly 

(Kennedy 2014:1). The increasing quality of corpora makes them more suitable as reliable data 

resources due to their sizes. So far, the actual applications and implications of corpus data have 

been used mainly for the purposes of documenting and preserving language data, serving as the 

base for constructing computational tools and facilitating language teaching (Kennedy 2014:269). 

More studies recently using corpus data for qualitatively and quantitatively analyzing the actual 

patterns of language use in natural contexts have emerged, but this trend has not yet made it way 

to the field of loanword research. However, the research potential in the application of large corpus 

data to the field of loanwords is undeniable, in terms of investigating the missing topics of variation 

in loanword usage.     

Secondly, even though the enlarged size of corpora could increase both the validity and 

generalizability of conclusions from data analysis, it does not change the type of data collected in 

a corpus, which is non-elicited and therefore observational in nature. Due to the nature of corpus 

data, only conclusions on correlation between variables can be drawn from analysis of those data. 

On the other hand, experiment designs intentionally eliciting data from speakers do allow to 

conclude whether there is causal relationship between independent and dependent variables, 

because in experimental studies researchers control the confounding variables so that they cannot 

influence the collected results and the difference in the dependent variable is assumed to be caused 

solely by the independent variable. In loanword research, experiment designs have been virtually 

absent and consequently studies combining results from both experiments and observations 

(corpus data) are absent from the field as well (Zenner & Kristiansen 2014:5).  
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In general, the field of loanword research at the current stage needs to expand the scope of 

research to go beyond those topics, perspectives and methods already existing in previous studies, 

and switch the research direction to focus on those less discussed, as listed below: 

Regarding topics: 

 1. variation in the usage and success of loans in the receptor languages  

 2. the influence of speakers’ attitudes on variation in loanword usage   

Regarding perspectives: 

 1. onomasiological: study one loan’s relationship with other RL equivalents  

 2. phraseological: study the immediate context of a loan’s occurrence  

Regarding methodologies: 

 1. using large corpus data  

 2. using experiment designs  

In order to address some of those gaps pointed out in the current literature of loanword research, 

this thesis will propose a methodology that aims to capture a language community’s attitude 

towards loanwords through comparing the usage of them with that of their RL equivalents in large 

corpora and adopts both the onomasiological perspective and the phraseological perspective in its 

process of investigation. Although it has been mentioned previously that studies on the influence 

of speakers’ attitude on loanwords’ usage have remained virtually absent, there are several studies 

addressing this topic primarily using surveys and questionnaires as means of collecting attitudinal 

data, with very few using experiments (but see da Silva 2013; van Meurs, Hornikx & Bossenbroek 

2014). Therefore, this methodology will be relatively new in the sense that the variation of 

attitudinal data could be collected through large corpus data. Using corpora rather than 

questionnaires and experiments to capture attitudes of speakers might seem impossible, but the 

possibility of such an approach, especially in the field of loanword research, through filtering out 

data from corpus and comparing word frequencies will be discussed later. Note that the intention 
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of using corpus data to capture how speakers’ attitude towards loanwords changes over time is not 

to replace the method of experiments but rather to capture the pattern in speakers’ attitude in 

naturally occurred linguistic data, which could potentially point out research direction for further 

research conducting experiments to explain an observed pattern.     

The remainder of the thesis is divided into three main sections. Section 2 reviews the 

existing definitions of two core terms, semasiology and onomasiology within the conceptual 

framework regarding lexical variation proposed in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010), 

points out the shortcomings and then presents a set of clearer definitions with a modified 

conceptual framework. In Section 3, the general methodology is proposed under the framework 

previously presented and the legitimacy of such method and each step within it will be explained 

in detail. Such methodology should be suitable to apply to loanwords in potentially all languages, 

with minor language-specific modifications in actual practice. Section 4 is devoted to a diachronic 

case study on English loanwords in Russian, which will demonstrate how the proposed 

methodology can be applied to loanwords in this one specific language and how the results 

generated can be used to further the current understanding of speakers’ attitude towards loanwords. 

Section 5 discusses the potential of the proposed methodology and make concluding remarks.  
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2. Conceptual Framework  

2.1 Review on Geeraerts’ conceptual framework4  

As mentioned in §1, Zenner & Kristiansen (2014), as the first chapter in New Perspectives on 

Lexical Borrowings5 , introduces the perspective of treating one lexical item as one unit of 

investigation, called onomasiological perspective, which is the opposite of another type of 

perspective, called semasiological perspective. In fact, the two terms, semasiology and 

onomasiology, were two traditional ones in the European lexicology and lexicography and were 

introduced into the field of lexical semantics early in 1903. They were later revisited and 

reintroduced into the field through the newly proposed cognitive linguistic approach, which was 

defined in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema6 (2010). Dirk Geeraerts, the founder of the research 

unit Quantitative Lexicology and Variational Linguistics (QLVL) and of journal Cognitive 

Linguistics, and the co-editor of the Handbook of Cognitive Linguistics, developed a complete set 

of conceptual frameworks for lexical semantics and lexical variation, which set the ground for 

further research in those fields. Though the same set of frameworks has been adopted into the field 

of loanword research, it is worthwhile to review the existing version of it first before moving on 

to how it has been applied to loanwords in particular.    

  

                                                
4 Only definitions and frameworks that are relevant to set up frameworks for the methodology proposed 
later will be reviewed and evaluated in this section. For more descriptions and details on the entire 
conceptual framework they present, see Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010) for further information.  
5 New Perspectives on Lexical Borrowing is volume 7 of the journal Language Contact and Bilingualism, 
published in 2014.  
6 According to the record on GoogleScholar, Geeraerts’s Theories of Lexical Semantics in 2001 has been 
cited 945 times and The Structure of Lexical Variation: Meaning, naming and context in 2010 (newest 
version of this book published in 2012) 412 times so far.  
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2.1.1 Semasiology versus onomasiology  

In Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010), semasiology and onomasiology are defined as two 

distinct perspectives that are used to investigate “the relationship between lexical items and their 

semantic values”. On one hand, the semasiological perspective takes the word as point of departure 

and suggests that a lexical item has a list of semantic values that it can receive. On the other hand, 

the onomasiological perspective takes a semantic value as the point of departure and suggests that 

a semantic value has a list of lexical items that it can be expressed through. When the semantic 

meaning is discussed from the semasiological perspective, it is called semantic meaning. When 

the semantic meaning is discussed from the onomasiological perspective, it is instead called 

concept. Along with these definitions, semantic meaning and concept are defined to be the same 

and are merely two names for the semantic value when discussed within the two distinct 

perspectives. For example, if investigating the lexical semantics of a Russian word from a 

semasiological perspective, stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’7, it has two semantic meanings: 

(1) confrontation and (2) collision. If investigating the semantics of it from an onomasiological 

perspective, it needs to be studied together with the related Russian word, konfrontacija 

‘confrontation’, because they can both convey the concept of THE CLASHING OF FORCES OR IDEAS. 

At the same time, it could also be studied with another related word, kollizija ‘collision’, because 

they both convey the concept of AN ACTION OF TWO PHYSICAL OBJECTS COMING TOGETHER WITH 

DIRECT CONTACT.  

                                                
7 Following the standards for presenting language data in text, English translation of language data is 
presented in single quotation marks. In this paper single quotation marks also indicate the semantic value 
of one word from the semasiological perspective, which is the semantic meaning of one word. On the 
contrary, small caps indicate the semantic value conveyed through one word from the onomasiological 
perspective, which is the concept.   
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 Then, Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010) further defines semasiological variation 

and onomasiological variation: semasiological variation is “the situation that a particular lexical 

item may refer to distinct types of referent” while onomasiological variation is “the situation that 

referent or type of referent may be named by means of various conceptually distinct lexical 

categories” (Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema 2010:3). In short, the distinction between two types 

of variations is made regarding the relationship between lexical items and referents they refer to. 

Following the Russian examples used above, semasiological variation in stolknovenie 

‘confrontation, collision’ means that it can refer to conceptually distinct referents, depending on 

the actual context, in which it occurs. It could refer to an action of one student confronting another 

student for their academic dishonesty, and it could also refer to a physical collision between two 

cars on the highway. And onomasiological variation in the referent: the action between two 

students regarding academic dishonesty means that this referent can be referred to by multiple 

lexical items, including both stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’ and konfrontacija 

‘confrontation’. It is worthwhile stressing that this term referent is not limited to physically present 

objects which actually exist and are visible in the world, but also includes objects that are more 

abstract. Eventually this referential relationship between lexical items and referents is applicable 

to all possible lexical items, instead of those who refer to only physical objects. For example, the 

English verb think refers to the action to generate ideas, which is technically an abstract concept 

and not visible, and therefore think, though not having a physical referent, does not have an abstract 

referent.  

Moreover, Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010) points out the necessity of further 

defining two types of variation under the category of onomasiological variation: conceptual 

onomasiological variation and formal onomasiological variation. To start with, they note that 
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hardly any studies have addressed the process of “onomasiological selection”: only one of the 

alternatives that can all express a concept is chosen to name a referent (Geeraerts, Grondelaers & 

Bakema 2010:7). The decision of choosing which lexical item is affected by two aspects of all the 

candidates, a conceptual one and a formal one. The meaning of “formal” in their conceptual 

framework is different from its typical meaning in terms of the formality register, but rather refers 

to all non-semantic aspects of the lexical items in general. Therefore, the semantic variation 

between the list of lexical candidates for one referent is called conceptual onomasiological 

variation and the non-semantic one called formal onomasiological variation.  

Continuing with the Russian examples, onomasiological selection is the process of 

selecting either stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’ or konfrontacija ‘confrontation’ to refer to 

the action of one student directly questioning another student’s academic integrity. The fact that 

the two alternatives can differ in concepts they convey when hypothetically chosen to refer that 

referent is called conceptual onomasiological variation. And actually, in this particular example, 

there is no conceptual onomasiological variation between two alternatives because they could all 

convey the identical concept THE CLASHING OF FORCES OR IDEAS. An example of conceptual 

onomasiological variation is that dog and hound can both be used to refer to a hound named Larry 

raised next door, but dog conveys the concept of A TYPE OF DOMESTIC MAMMAL THAT IS TAMED 

FROM WOLVES and hound conveys the concept of A TYPE OF DOG OF HUNTING BREEDS. The two 

words do differ in terms of the concepts they convey when referring to Larry and the one conveying 

the more general concept is usually called hypernym of the one conveying the more specific 

concept. Going back to the Russian example, if hypothetically stolknovenie ‘confrontation, 

collision’ is more formal than konfrontacija ‘confrontation’, in terms of their formality register, 
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that is called formal onomasiological variation because formality register is a non-semantic feature 

of the lexical items.  

 

2.1.2 Lexical choice  

Although in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010) a clear definition of lexical choice is not 

presented, they do mention that this choice is influenced by both the semasiological and 

onomasiological features of the lexical items. Therefore, it can be inferred that lexical choice is 

defined across the scopes of semasiology and onomasiology. However, only the onomasiologcal 

aspect of the lexical choice is explained in detail, as mentioned in §2.1.1, is called onomasiological 

selection. According to Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010:7), the process of 

onomasiological selection is further divided into two steps: first to choose “a conceptual category 

for identifying or describing the referent” and then to choose a lexical item for naming that 

category. As clarified in §2.1.1, the definitions of concept or conceptual is merely the name for 

semantic values in an onomasiological perspective. Therefore, the first step attempts to connect 

the referent with some sort of semantic values that can define the referent, basically the conceptual 

category of the referent, and the second step attempts to connect lexical items to this set of semantic 

values, the conceptual category that defines the referent.  

 Along the example used in §2.1.1, onomasiological selection is the process of selecting 

either stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’ or konfrontacija ‘confrontation’ to refer to the action 

of one student directly questioning another student’s academic integrity. The first step of this 

process is to establish a conceptual category for identifying the referent, and in this example, the 

concept for describing the referent is <THE CLASHING OF IDEAS BETWEEN TWO INDIVIDUALS IN A 
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FACE-TO-FACE MEETING>8. The second step is to compare all alternatives and choose the most 

suitable one to name this conceptual category.   

 

2.2 Evaluation and revision of Geeraerts’ conceptual framework9 

As the conceptual framework in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010) is summarized in §2.1, 

there are several inconsistencies and gaps in how terms are defined and how the process of lexical 

choice is explained in their framework. This section will in turn point out what exactly are the 

problematic parts in this widely adopted framework and consequently how to revise the framework 

in order to fix these issues.    

  

2.2.1 Regarding semasiology and onomasiology   

The first inconsistency resides in how the term formal onomasiological variation is defined. In 

Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010), the difference between semasiological and 

onomasiological perspectives is defined to be two different ways of perceiving the relationship 

between lexical items and their semantic values, and therefore both terms are defined within the 

field of lexical semantics. However, formal variation is defined as the non-semantic features of 

lexical items, which is clearly not under the scope of semantics by definition. Therefore, the term 

formal onomasiological variation lacks consistency within its name, between the two terms –

formal and onomasiological.  

                                                
8 This conceptual category for defining a referent is essentially different from the concept conveyed 
through lexical items, and therefore uses small caps in <> to distinguish from concepts using only small 
caps.   
9 In this section, the existing conceptual framework refers to the one proposed in Geeraerts, Grondelaers 
& Bakema (2010) and the revised conceptual framework refers to the modified version of the existing 
one, adopted in this thesis.   
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This problem is not difficult to solve because in some studies of loanwords researchers 

have already used the terms semasiology and onomasiology slightly differently in a way that does 

not require changes to the rest of the conceptual framework (see Silva 2014; Silva 2015). Although 

these studies never clearly state why or how their usage of the two terms is different from the 

existing version in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010), they suggest directions in which the 

two terms can be revised. For example, in Zenner & Kristiansen (2014), semasiological and 

onomasiological perspectives are two ways of investigating one lexical item, in isolation or in 

relationship with other related lexical items, not limiting the scope of investigation to only 

semantics, but including non-semantic aspects of lexical items as well.  

Therefore, how the two terms are defined in Zenner & Kristiansen (2014) will be adopted 

in this thesis, because such changes to the terminologies would solve the problem inherent in the 

name formal onomasiological variation by expanding the definition of two terms from only 

treating the semantic value of the lexical items as a unit to treating each lexical item as a unit, both 

the semantic and non-semantic aspects of that lexical item. Then, onomasiological variation refers 

to variation between two related words, comparing both semantic and non-semantic features of 

both words. Consequently, such variation can be further divided into two types: the conceptual 

onomasiological variation that refers to the semantic variation and the formal onomasiological 

variation that refers to the non-semantic variation between the two words. Alongside of this 

revision, the existing definitions between the two terms, which only concerns lexical semantics, 

can still be used to explain how the two perspectives can apply to specifically the semantic aspects 

of lexical items.   

This revision will also make a better connection between this existing conceptual 

framework proposed in the field of lexicology (proposed in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema 
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(2010)) and the current usage of these terminologies in the field of loanword research. As 

mentioned in §1, Zenner & Kristiansen (2014) adopts the conceptual framework to study loans 

and proposes to switch the perspective used in loanword research from structuralist to 

onomasiological, meaning moving from studying loanwords in isolation to studying loanwords in 

relationship with its equivalents in the receptor language. Therefore, in Zenner & Kristiansen 

(2014), structuralist perspective is the opposite of the onomasiological one, but in the existing 

conceptual framework, semasiological perspective is the opposite of the onomasiological one. It 

is not clear how structuralist perspective is related to semansiological perspective when Zenner & 

Kristiansen (2014) adopts the conceptual framework into the research of loanwords. Now in the 

revised conceptual framework, semasiological perspective is another name for the structuralist 

perspective, both in contrast to the onomasiological one.  

In addition, this change in the terminologies will entail a different understanding to the 

relationship between semasiological and onomasiological perspectives. In Geeraerts, Grondelaers 

& Bakema (2010), the two perspectives are defined to be two ways of perceiving one thing (the 

relationship between lexical items and semantic values) and therefore distinct from each other. 

However, in the revised version, studying words from the onomasiological perspective entails 

studying them from the semasiological perspective first. Such inference is logical because in order 

for one lexical item to be studied in relationship with other related one (onomasiologically), what 

actually happens inside of one lexical item must first be understood (semasiologically). It is not 

possible to gain understanding of how a group of lexical items relate to each other if a 

comprehensive understanding of how one lexical item works is not achieved. Therefore, in the 

revised version of the conceptual framework, the two perspectives are two steps, both required to 

understand the position of lexical item, rather than two distinct ways to view its position. This 
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revision will also provide a new understanding on the process of lexical choice, which will be 

explained and illustrated with examples in the next section.  

 

2.2.2 Regarding lexical choice    

As presented in §2.1.2, Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010) have explained the process of 

onomasiological selection, which is the choice of selecting one lexical item to name a referent 

from a list of candidates that all can express the concept of that referent. And this process is further 

divided into two steps: constructing conceptual category for the referent and choosing one lexical 

item to name that category. The first step of the onomasiological selection is to define the referent 

with a set of semantic values, essentially the conceptual category, and the second step is to select 

one lexical item to name the defined category. Applying the existing framework in Geeraerts, 

Grondelaers & Bakema (2010) to understand the process of lexical choice, there are two major 

gaps in the process missing from the picture.  

 The first gap is that there is no clear explanation of how the second step of onomasiological 

selection actually works in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema (2010). For example, in the 

onomasiological selection example discussed above, it is only clear that during the second step 

one alternative needs to be chosen as the most suitable one to name the conceptual category that 

defines the referent. However, it is not clear where the two types of onomasiological variations 

take place within the process of this selection, and it is also not clear in the second step that 

according to which criteria one lexical item can be considered the most suitable one. It seems that 

semantic meaning of the lexical candidates is what actually connect the lexical item with the 

conceptual category of the referent. However, the semantic meanings of lexical candidates do not 

seem to play a role in this process of onomasiological selection in the existing framework. Not 
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introducing semantic meanings into this process in the existing conceptual framework might be 

due to semantic meanings of a lexical item that are only relevant from the semasiological 

perspective, which is separated from the onomasiological one. Nevertheless, this part is necessary 

to understand the process of lexical choice but does not have an explanation in the existing 

conceptual framework. In contrast, this gap can be filled by adopting the revised version of the 

relationship between semasiological and onomasiological perspectives.  

In order to address this first gap, the revised version explains this process of 

onomasiological selection further so that it actually involves three steps. After the first step of 

constructing the conceptual category for the referent, the next step of checking whether the 

semantic value of one lexical item exactly matches the conceptual category of the referent needs 

to be applied for all possible candidates. This step is where conceptual onomasiological variation 

between candidates affects the final choice. After this second step, it can be assumed that all 

remaining candidates have the semantic meaning that correctly matches the conceptual category 

of the referent, and then the final step is to consider whether the non-semantic features of the 

candidates could fit the context where the referent is introduced. Therefore, the final step is where 

formal onomasiological variation plays a role in the process of selection. The revised version 

demonstrates more clearly how onomasiological selection are conducted under the conceptual 

framework.  

However, this revision does raise questions on how concept and semantic meaning are 

defined and related to one another in the revised conceptual framework. In Geeraerts, Grondelaers 

& Bakema (2010), they are defined independently in two perspectives, which are essentially 

separated from each other. But now the revised framework has broken the barrier between these 

two perspectives and suggests that both terms can be used in both perspectives. Consequently, the 
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conceptual framework proposed in the thesis requires a revision on the definition and relationship 

between concept and semantic meaning as well. Also, it is suggested in the revised version that 

the concept that can be conveyed by multiple lexical items is different from the conceptual 

category used to define a referent. Therefore, the question becomes how concepts, semantic 

meanings of lexical item and conceptual categories of referents relate to each other in the revised 

conceptual framework. The solution for this is proposed in next section because it is relevant to 

solve the second gap introduced in the next paragraph as well.  

 The second gap in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema’s (2010) account of the lexical choice 

is that it is extremely unlikely that onomasiological selection is the equivalent of lexical choice, 

especially when they mention that lexical choice is influenced by both the semasiological and 

onomasiological features of the lexical candidates. Before onomasiological selection, there is 

already a list of potential lexical items, which all express a concept and can all be used to name 

the referent. That implies that at this stage of the lexical choice, each lexical item only possesses 

one semantic meaning, while from the semasiological perspective, one lexical item does have 

multiple semantic meanings. Along with the Russian example used above, stolknovenie 

‘confrontation, collision’ originally has two separate semantic values (semantic meanings), but 

when it reaches the stage of onomasiological selection and needs to compete with konfrontacija 

‘confrontation’, only one semantic value (concept) is conveyed. Seemingly before the 

onomasiological selection occurs an additional “semasiological selection”, which chooses one 

concept for each lexical item to convey in order for it to compete with other lexical candidates 

conveying the same concept in the onomasiological selection. Two selection processes constitute 

the whole process of lexical choice for a referent. However, this semasiological selection is entirely 

missing from the account for lexical choice in the existing conceptual framework.   
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 In order to explore further how this semasiological selection is defined and how it connects 

with the onomasiological one, which is the next step in the process of lexical choice, the problem 

regarding the relationship between concept, semantic meaning and conceptual category must be 

resolved first. In the next section, this thesis will propose a new way of understanding the role of 

semantic value in the process of lexical choice, which is not a modified part for the existing 

conceptual framework but is rather a piece that is entirely new and fits into the revised conceptual 

framework.   

 

2.3 Conceptual framework adopted in this thesis 

2.3.1 Types of semantic value and lexical choice  

To start with, it is necessary to restate that all three terms – concept, semantic meaning and 

conceptual category – are essentially semantic values in nature and in this new structure, such 

shared nature of three terms will not change. Therefore, the process of lexical choice will be first 

discussed using the general term semantic value, instead of the three terms mentioned above. Then, 

this thesis will define the three terms differently than their previous usage in the existing 

framework, according to different roles semantic value plays in different level of lexical choice. 

 In the current revised conceptual framework, the process of lexical choice is divided into 

two levels of selection: semasiological selection and then onomasiological selection. Before 

conducting either selection, it is first essential to establish some standards for selection and it will 

be the conceptual category of the referent: a set of semantic values will be chosen to define a 

referent, for which speakers use as selection criteria to choose a lexical item. Because the 

conceptual category of a referent serves not only the selecting criteria for onomasiological 

selection, as shown in §2.2.2, but also the selecting criteria for semasiological selection, the step 
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to construct conceptual category for a referent actually happens before the process of 

semasiological selection, instead of being the first step of onomasiological selection. In the level 

of semasiological selection, each lexical item has multiple semantic values and only one of them 

is chosen to be possessed by the lexical item and carried to the onomasiological level by checking 

which semantic value can better capture the conceptual category of the referent. Therefore, the 

semantic value of a lexical item in the onomasiological level varies according to which referent 

the lexical item is chosen to reference and consequently depending on the actual context where the 

lexical item occurs.   

So far, there seem to be two types of semantic values for each lexical item. One is the static 

type of semantic values, which define the lexical item and therefore do not change depending on 

the actual context. One lexical item will always have a set of semantic values of this type. The 

other one is the dynamic type, which is chosen from the list of static semantic values and changes 

depending on the actual context. In the conceptual framework adopted in this thesis, the static type 

of semantic value is called semantic meaning of a lexical item while the dynamic type of semantic 

value is called conceptual meaning of a lexical item in a context. After comparing all semantic 

meanings of one lexical item with the conceptual category of the referent, the best match, the 

conceptual meaning of a lexical item, is then chosen from those semantic meanings in the 

semasiological selection and then rises to the onomaisological level of lexical choice.  

Then, in the stage of onomasiological selection, all lexical candidates compete with each 

other first on whose conceptual meaning best matches the conceptual category. The conceptual 

variation between lexical candidates at this level of lexical choice is called conceptual 

onomasiological variation, which is essentially semantic variation since conceptual meanings are 
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essentially semantic values. The list of candidates that survive this conceptual competition will 

consequently carry the identical conceptual meaning.  

In summary, semantic meaning, conceptual meaning and conceptual category are merely 

different names for semantic values. Semantic meaning and conceptual meaning originate from 

the lexical item itself while conceptual category originates from a referent. Semantic meaning is 

the type of semantic value used to define one lexical item, and therefore one lexical item can have 

multiple semantic meanings simultaneously. Semantic meanings of a lexical item never change. 

When the lexical item needs to occur in a sentence, referring to one specific referent, it can only 

possess one semantic value, called conceptual meaning. Conceptual meaning is the best match in 

the list of semantic meanings of a lexical item that can best capture the conceptual category of the 

referent. Therefore, the conceptual meaning of one lexical item changes according to the context. 

Next, the candidates further compete within this group based on their differences in non-

semantic features, which is the final step of lexical choice. The non-semantic variation between 

candidates is then called formal onomasiological variation, which is social in nature. This variation 

can be further divided down into two types: one type is pragmatic, including register of formality 

and connotation; the other type involves speakers’ attitudes, which is influenced by background 

characteristics of speakers, in other words, the typical sociolinguistic factors (i.e. gender, age, 

geographical location, education, social status etc.).  

On one hand, the pragmatic type of formal onomasiological variation between lexical 

candidates, would affect the speakers’ lexical choice for one referent in a particular context, even 

if candidates all have the same capability to name the referent conceptually, due to the assumption 

of discourse coherence in texts. As Halliday & Hasan (1976: 23) describes register as one of the 

two key concepts for defining text, discourses in a text must be “coherent with respect to the 
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context of situation, and therefore consistent in register”. The discourse coherence requires the 

speakers to choose lexical items, whose values of register match those in the sentential or discourse 

context. Therefore, all the lexical items in a coherent sentence should carry identical values of 

register. For example, if the discourse is a relative informal conversation between friends, then the 

lexical candidate with less formality would be preferred in this circumstance to keep the coherence, 

even if both candidates are equally qualified in terms of conceptual meaning. This type of formal 

variation involves more the contextual information in the text, rather than the identity of the 

speakers. On the other hand, the second type of formal onomasiological variation is speaker’s 

attitudes towards the lexical candidates, which is sociolinguistic in nature and therefore does not 

reply on the text any more. This final choice of the lexical choice process is heavily influenced by 

the background of speakers, in other words, the typical sociolinguistic factors. This attitude of 

speakers is the speaker-dependent part of usage preference while the pragmatic type of formal 

onomasiological variation is still context-dependent part of the usage preference, same as the 

conceptual onomasiological variation.     

Applying the revised conceptual framework to explain the process of lexical choice would 

explain the process of choosing one lexical candidate to name the conceptual category of the 

referent, explain when the two types of onomasiological variations take part into the process, and 

explain the temporality of semantic values conveyed by a lexical item depending on the actual 

context. An entire process of lexical choice will be demonstrated using the Russian example 

stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’. This lexical item is defined to have two semantic meanings 

‘confrontation’ and ‘collision’. Now a lexical item is needed to refer to the action of two students 

confronting each other regarding academic integrity, and the conceptual category for defining this 

referent is <THE CLASHING OF IDEAS BETWEEN TWO INDIVIDUALS IN A FACE-TO-FACE MEETING>. In 
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the stage of semasiological selection, the two semantic values of the item are both tested to see if 

they match this conceptual category and ‘confrontation’ is eventually selected and carried to the 

next stage of onomasiological selection by the lexical item. Therefore, at the stage of 

onomasiological selection, only the conceptual meaning THE CLASHING OF FORCES OR IDEAS is 

possessed by the lexical item stolknovenie, and this lexical item needs to compete with another 

lexical item konfrontacija, which also possesses the conceptual meaning THE CLASHING OF FORCES 

OR IDEAS. First of all, they are compared in terms of how well their conceptual meanings match 

the conceptual category of the referent, and this is where conceptual onomasiological variation can 

influence the final lexical choice. Since their conceptual meanings are entirely identical, there is 

no conceptual variation in this example and both alternatives go to the last step. Then, they are 

compared in terms of how well their non-semantic features match that of the context (the sentence 

where a lexical item is needed) and the need of speakers, and this is where formal onomasiological 

variation can influence the final lexical choice. The pragmatic type of formal onomasiological 

variation between the two alternatives is first tested. For example, if the context is not very formal, 

the lexical candidate which is less formal is more likely to be chosen than the more formal one. If 

two alternatives are equally suitable in terms of formality register, the final choice is made based 

on speakers’ attitudes, which would be influenced by a set of sociolinguistic factors.  

 

2.3.2 Dynamic nature of synonymy10  

As revised in §2.2.1, investigating one lexical item from an onomasiological perspective means 

to look at it in relationship between other related lexical items. One option is to compare the 

lexical items with its synonyms. But what exactly are synonyms? In other words, when 

                                                
10 Synonymy refers to the state of being synonymous.  
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synonymy occurs between two or more lexical items? Because synonymy is essentially based on 

the overlapping between semantic values of lexical items, the conceptual framework adopted in 

this thesis provides a better understanding of synonyms and the status of synonymy.  

 Silva (2015), in which the conceptual framework in Geeraerts, Grondelaers & Bakema 

(2010) is adopted, claims that there are two types of synonyms, the near-synonym and the 

denotational synonym. Near-synonymy occurs “in contexts where semantically close concepts 

designate the same entity” while denotational synonymy occurs in contexts where the difference 

between two or more words is not conceptual but rather social in nature (Silva 2015: 203). 

However, this set of definitions for synonyms does not explain the temporality of one lexical 

item’s synonyms. For example, stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’ can only be synonym of 

konfrontacija ‘confrontation’ when identified in contexts, where the conceptual meaning of THE 

CLASHING OF FORCES OR IDEAS is conveyed through it. When the conceptual meaning of THE 

ACTION OF TWO PHYSICAL OBJECTS COMING TOGETHER WITH A SOLID OR DIRECT IMPACT is 

conveyed through it, its synonym is no longer konfrontacija ‘confrontation’, but kolliziya 

‘collision’ instead. Thus, the synonym of stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’ depends on 

which concept is conveyed through it in one specific context.  

 Under the conceptual framework adopted in this thesis, this phenomenon can be explained. 

Both types of synonyms are defined on the onomasioloigcal level of lexical choice, and the 

distinction between the two types is whether the conceptual meanings of two or more lexical items 

completely matches with each other when referring to one referent in an identical context. If the 

conceptual meanings are not completely identical, the two or more lexical items are near-

synonyms in this context. The conceptual difference between them is the conceptual 

onomasiological variation. If the conceptual meanings are identical, they are denotational 
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synonyms in this context. Then, the only difference between them is social and therefore formal 

onomasiological variation. Because the distinction is made regarding the conceptual meaning, 

which is the dynamic type of lexical items’ semantic value, the status of both types of synonymy 

also has the same dynamic feature and therefore varies according to context. In one context, one 

lexical item can have a list of near-synonyms or denotational synonyms; in another context, 

members in that list changes as the conceptual meaning of the lexical item changes according to 

contexts. Looking at the two Russian lexical items used in the previous demonstration again, 

stolknovenie ‘confrontation, collision’ and konfrontacija ‘confrontation’ are denotational 

synonyms because when referring to the action of one student confronting another one, their 

conceptual meanings at the onomasiological level are identical, as shown in detailed demonstration 

of lexical choice process in §2.3.1. And this synonymy relationship changes when referring to a 

car accident happened on the highway because the conceptual meaning of stolknovenie 

‘confrontation, collision’ would in this context be THE ACTION OF TWO PHYSICAL OBJECTS COMING 

TOGETHER WITH A SOLID OR DIRECT IMPACT, while konfrontacija ‘confrontation’ does not even 

have a semantic meaning that captures the conceptual category of a car accident.  

 

2.4 Application of conceptual framework to loanword research  

As advocated in Zenner & Kristiansen (2014), loans should be studied from the onomasiological 

perspective, which means to investigate loans in relationship with their native equivalents in the 

receptor language. Myers & Scotton (2002) defines the cultural borrowed forms to be “words for 

objects new to the culture” while the core borrowed forms “words that more or less duplicate 

already existing words in the L111”. Under the conceptual framework adopted in this thesis, Myers 

                                                
11 “L1” here is the same idea of the receptor language in the process of lexical borrowing.  
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& Scotton (2002)’s definition of two types of borrowing, the core borrowing and the cultural 

borrowing, could be further understood. Core borrowings are actually lexicalization of the 

conceptual categories of new referents, which previously did not exist in the receptor language; 

cultural borrowings are loans that enter the receptor language, where potential synonyms already 

exist, with the register of a foreign culture. Core borrowings can successfully enter the receptor 

language because they fill the lexical gap in the receptor language; cultural borrowings can 

successfully enter the receptor language because they have a distinctive cultural component due to 

their foreign origin, compared to the native synonyms. As a result, in the case of core borrowings, 

the difference in the associated cultural component is the additional formal onomasiological 

variation between core borrowings and their native synonyms, which is an important variation not 

shown in other regular pairs of synonyms.   

 

3. Methodology   

The methodology presented in this section of the thesis investigates loanwords from an 

onomasiological perspective using large corpus data. It aims to capture the language community’s 

attitudes towards loanwords through comparing word frequencies of the loanwords and their native 

equivalents in the corpus. When the proposed methodology mentions attitude towards loanwords, 

it refers to speakers’ attitude towards the foreign origin, or towards the cultural aspect associated 

with loanwords, compared with their attitude towards the native origin of the loanwords’ 

counterparts in the receptor language. Therefore, this methodology targets loanwords from the 

cultural borrowing type because only this type of borrowing needs to compete with native 

synonyms in the process of lexical choice because the foreign cultural component plays an 

important role in the lexical competition between loanwords and their native synonyms.  
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Difference in word frequencies of a word pair is a direct measurement of speakers’ usage 

preference. Frequency of one lexical item inside of a corpus can be interpreted as the number of 

times it is chosen as the most suitable item to refer to a referent in the process of lexical choice. 

Since only the final results of these lexical choices can be observed from the corpus, the difference 

in the word frequencies is influenced by both the conceptual and the two types of formal 

onomasiological variations between the two alternatives. This methodology will attempt to rule 

out the influence of text-dependent variations (conceptual and pragmatic types of formal 

onomasiological variations) and to capture the influence of speaker-dependent variation (the social 

type of formal onomasiological variations) on the speakers’ usage preference.      

 

3.1 Foreign origin of loanwords as formal onomasiological variation    

The difference in origin between loanwords and their native counterparts belongs to the category 

of formal onomasiological variation since the cultural association is the non-semantic feature of 

the lexical item. More specifically, the difference in origin is actually the sociolinguistic type of 

formal onomasiological variation because it does not directly influence the process of lexical 

choice, like formality register (i.e. the lexical candidate with the level of formality matching that 

of the context tends to be chosen). Rather the difference in origin influences the result of lexical 

choice indirectly through the speaker’s attitude towards the associated cultural component. 

Therefore, the difference in origin is also part of the speaker-dependent variation.  

Their attitude towards the loanwords’ foreign origin is directly reflected in their usage 

preference between the word pair, meaning the difference in word frequencies when the word pair 

has no variations in conceptual meaning and pragmatic features. If the speakers’ attitude is rather 

positive towards loanwords, compared to their native counterparts, they tend to choose one 
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loanword over its native counterpart when they are equally suitable to name a referent in one 

sentence and consequently the word frequency of loanwords will be more than that of native 

counterparts in those circumstances. If the speakers’ attitude towards loanwords is rather negative, 

they tend to avoid the usage of loanwords whenever possible, especially when there is a native 

counterpart equally suitable to name the referent, and therefore the frequency of loanwords is less 

than that of native counterparts. If the attitude is rather neutral, there is not a large difference 

between frequencies of loanwords and their native counterparts whenever two alternatives in a 

word pair are equally qualified candidates to name the referent in sentences. Taking language 

purism as an extreme example, language purists reject the use of loanwords because of their foreign 

origin and instead advocate for using native equivalents. The attitude of this group of speakers is 

easier to detect since they tend to openly advocate their opinions and their attitudes and arguments 

can be captured from records. Since using corpora data also allows conducting diachronic studies 

more easily, it is easier to check how the difference in such filtered word frequencies varies over 

time in order to capture how the speakers’ attitude change over time. If we calculate the difference 

by subtracting frequency of native synonym with that of loanword and such difference decreases 

over time, speakers are more willing to use loanwords when both alternatives can be used, and 

consequently speaker’s attitude becomes more positive. If the difference increases, then speakers 

become less willing to use loanwords.  

However, language purists are essentially a small part of the entire language community 

and whether the entire community share the same attitude or not is rather difficult to capture 

because most people tend not to publicly talk about their attitudes of loanwords. Therefore, this 

methodology aims to capture that not-quite-open attitudes through their daily usage of language. 

This methodology is not interested in how different social factors of speakers affect their attitude 
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towards loans and because information about speakers is not usually recorded in corpora. Instead, 

it is interested in capturing the attitude of the entire language community and how it changes over 

time.  

 

3.2 Corpus vs. experiment  

It has to be noted that the intention of using corpus data to capture attitudinal data towards 

loanwords rather than using experiment is not to show the superiority of corpus-based methods 

over experimental methods. As defined in Stefanowitsch (2018), “corpora clearly constitute 

recorded observations of language behavior” and therefore data in corpora is fundamentally 

observational. Along this definition, corpus data is entirely different from data collected from 

experiments, and therefore the application of results generated from two types of data is different. 

Studies using observations that naturally occur are called correlational designs. Because variables 

are not controlled at all in this type of studies, researchers cannot draw conclusion about causal 

relationship between variables but can only determine whether the variables vary in a systematic 

way. Only experimental studies can determine whether one variable can cause variation in another 

variable.  

 However, correlational designs with observational data also have advantages of studying 

the relationship between variables existing in real life. In the case of corpus data, corpus data 

contains the natural daily usage of language by a language community, which is not intentionally 

elicited from speakers. The naturalness of corpus data is an advantage, comparing to data 

intentionally elicited by researchers in experiments, because research bias is entirely eliminated if 

there is no intervention from researchers into the production process of the data. As discussed in 
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Baker (2010), this corpus-driven approach is likely to give unexpected results due to the lack of 

research bias. Thus, corpus data, as observational type of data, has its own strength as well.  

 In this thesis, a methodology based on corpus data is proposed because corpora are meant 

to be representative sample of the natural usage of language and consequently patterns found in 

corpora “are suggestive of wider trends” (Baker 2010:164). This sense of wideness is not only 

horizontal, meaning that the size of data collected at one time is relatively larger than experiments, 

but also vertical, meaning that corpora is easier for conducting diachronic studies than experiments. 

Note that this methodology requires that the corpus used to be representative, depending on the 

scope of language community under investigation. Baker (2010) argues that if the corpus is 

constructed in a way that does not actually reflect the entire population, the patterns found in such 

a corpus will not accurately reflect the wider population. As soon as these naturally occurring 

patterns are identified in corpora, further research using experiments can be conducted to explain 

which variables cause the variation in observed patterns. Thus, this methodology only aims to 

identify patterns in corpus data, which serve as possible directions for future research.  

 

3.3 Attempt to eliminate other onomasiological variations  

As discussed in §3.1, the main goal of this methodology is to capture the variation in the language 

community’s attitudes towards the different origins and the associated cultural components of 

loanwords and their native synonyms, through capturing the difference in word frequencies. Since 

the frequencies are essentially results of lexical choices conducted by members of the community, 

the difference in pure frequency is inevitably influenced by other onomasiological variations. 

Therefore, the key of this methodology would be to tease out the influence of other 

onomasiological variations, including the conceptual one, the pragmatic type of formal one (i.e. 
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formality register) and the sociolinguistic type of formal one (i.e. speakers’ background). Since 

corpus data is observational by nature, there is no chance to control for other variables to exclude 

their influence on the word frequency. However, it is possible to filter the corpus data and include 

only word occurrences where the loanword and its native synonym are equally qualified to be 

chosen, and they are identical in terms of their conceptual meanings and their formality register. 

The influence of variation in speaker’s background is balanced out by the corpus’ 

representativeness of language usage of the entire language community, it can be assumed that the 

remaining difference in word frequencies correlates with the entire community’s attitudinal trend 

towards the foreign origin of loanwords.  

 As a result, this methodology is not comparing pure word frequencies, but the filtered word 

frequencies of loanwords and their native synonyms. As mentioned in Baker (2010), although the 

most basic way for corpus-based analysis to reveal patterns regarding attitudes is to consider “the 

frequency of particular words or related sets of words,” he also mentions that it is important for 

the frequency to work together with supplementary contextual information, in order to identify 

bias (136-138). Such supplementary contextual information could serve as criteria to filter out only 

the wanted word occurrences.  

 

3.4 Identifying loanwords and their native synonyms   

It has to be noted that word pairs consisting of loanwords and their native synonyms needs to be 

identified as denotational synonyms in actual contexts. Such denotational synonymy status needs 

to be verified by a native speaker’s felicity judgment of whether both alternatives can be used 

interchangeably in one sentence without causing any difference. Being identified as denotational 

synonyms in certain contexts guarantees that there are times that two alternatives are equally 
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qualified in speakers’ usage of them and identical in terms of their conceptual meanings and 

pragmatic features, and then these ideal circumstances are filtered out.    

In an attempt to identify such denotational synonym pairs as objects under investigation in 

this methodology, scholars should not rely on dictionaries for information due to the same reason 

why scholars should prefer corpus data over experimental data. While dictionaries are built to 

reflect the “standard” way of using lexical items in one language, they do not necessarily represent 

the actual usage of words in the language speaking community. Also, due the consumption of time, 

money, and human efforts to update entries in dictionaries, these often fail to capture the up-to-

date situation in language change regarding usage of words. In addition, since the temporal feature 

of denotational synonymy varies according to sentential contexts, pairs of denotational synonyms 

need to be identified through confirming the interchangeability of two varieties in the identical 

sentential context. Such onomasiological information about lexical items’ conceptual meanings is 

absent from dictionaries, which mostly define lexical items from a semasiological perspective, 

displaying multiple semantic meanings for each lexical item. Therefore, the ideal approach to 

collect denotational synonym pairs is through felicity judgements from native speakers. 

 

3.5 Evaluation of the existing approach  

This methodology needs a way to filter out word occurrences where loanwords and their native 

synonyms can potentially be used interchangeably, in order to ensure that they are identical in 

conceptual meanings and pragmatic registers. It requires the use of word frequencies’ contextual 

information of the word occurrences as filtering criteria. This section evaluates the collocation 

method used in one previous study, in which a phraseological perspective is adopted, and build on 

top of it in a way to better serve the goal of the methodology needed in this thesis.  
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3.5.1 Collocation method in Styblo (2007) 

Styblo (2007) studies the semantic similarities and differences between English loanwords and 

their native Russian synonyms, using word frequencies of them co-occurring with adjectives in 

the corpus (called collocation). This study applies the method called content analysis, which is 

used to determine word frequencies of words in a set of texts, and from these frequencies, 

researchers can make inferences about the characteristics of the communication in the texts. 

Therefore, this collocation method actually investigates loanwords from a phraseological 

perspective, which means to include the immediate contexts where loanwords occur into 

consideration. Since this study only investigates the category of nouns, it only looks at the 

adjectives that precede the target nouns and their frequencies of collocation in the corpus. For both 

loanwords and native counterparts, they collect adjectives that precedes them in the corpus and 

then compare the two sets of adjective to see how much they overlap with each other.  

The assumption is that if both the loanword and its native synonym co-occur with a set of 

adjectives, their semantic meanings are identical when co-occurring with these shared adjectives. 

If there are adjectives that only co-occur with loanword but not with the native synonym, or vice 

versa, their semantic meanings are different from each other in these circumstances. Therefore, the 

overlapping of semantic meanings between the loanword and its native synonym can be shown by 

the set of adjectives they both co-occur or only one of them co-occur. Three possible situations of 

semantic overlapping between the word pair are shown in the three Venn diagrams in Figure 1.  
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Because all the word pairs studied have the semantic overlapping like b) in Figure 1, Styblo 

(2007) argues that the loanwords have a narrower meaning when co-occurring with adjectives F 

G H and consequently loanwords and their native counterparts are not competing for the same 

lexical slot12. Taken one sets of Russian data collected in Styblo (2007:33), as shown in Figure 2. 

below, syeriyniy ‘serial’ as an adjective collocates with the Russian native variety oobiytsa ‘killer’ 

but never with its English loanword synonym killyer ‘killer’ in the Russian national corpus. In this 

instance, when modified by syeriyniy ‘serial’, the meaning conveyed by oobiytsa ‘killer’ cannot 

be instead conveyed by killyer ‘killer’. The lexical choice of oobiytsa ‘killer’ in the observed 

sentences from corpus is contributed by the conceptual difference between two varieties, instead 

of a formal one. Styblo (2007) further concludes that due to such semantic difference between the 

                                                
12 Competing for the same lexical slot in Styblo (2007) is the same as competing to be chosen as the most 
suitable lexical item to name the referent in one sentence under the conceptual framework adopted in this 
thesis.  

Figure 1. Semantic overlapping between loanwords and counterparts (Styblo 2007:38) 

a) b) c) 

-loanword ® -counterpart A, B, C ... D- adjectives 
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loanwords and native counterparts shown in their collocations with different adjectives, they are 

not real synonyms.  

 

Figure 2: Word Frequencies for one word pair in Styblo (2007:33) 

Киллер  
killyer  
‘killer’ 

Totals   Убийца  
oobiytsa 
‘killer’ 

Totals   

All  340  All  3000  
Adj.  127  Adj.  700  
 Count  Percentage   Count  Percentage  
Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

4 3.15% Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

13 1.86% 

Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

6 4.72% Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

119 17.00% 

Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

11 8.66% Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

25 3.57% 

Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

1 0.79% Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

11 1.57% 

Serijnyj  
‘serial’ 

0 0.00% Serijnyj  
‘serial’ 

34 4.86% 

 

 

3.5.2 Evaluation of Styblo (2007) 

The assumption adopted in Styblo (2007) is that when a loanword co-occurs with different 

adjectives, it has different conceptual meanings. If its native counterpart does not share the same 

collocated adjectives, the native counterpart does not share the conceptual meaning of the 

loanword when the loanword collocates with those adjectives. Then, it entails that when a 

loanword co-occurs with one adjective, which also co-occurs with its native counterpart, the 

loanword does overlap with its native counterpart in terms of conceptual meaning. Taking the same 

word pair from the example in Figure 2., another adjective profyessional'niy ‘professional’ instead 

collocates with both oobiytsa ‘killer’ and killyer ‘killer’ in the corpus. In such circumstances, they 
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should convey the identical conceptual meanings in those sentences, where they are modified by 

profyessional'niy ‘professional’. If they do have circumstances where their conceptual meanings 

are identical, there is no reason to not identify them as synonyms. Therefore, the conclusion of 

loanwords and their native counterparts not being synonyms based on the fact that their semantic 

meanings (collocations with adjectives) do not completely overlap with each other is not logical. 

 Under the conceptual framework adopted in this thesis, when in Figure 1. loanword co-

occurs with adjectives F G H, it is not the synonym of the native counterpart, but when loanword 

co-occurs with adjectives A C D E, it is indeed the synonym of the native counterpart. In this 

conceptual framework, the status of synonymy between two lexical items is temporal and depends 

on the context (in this case, depends on the preceding adjectives). And when the pair is identified 

as synonyms when sharing the same preceding adjectives, there is still competition between them 

in the process of lexical choice.  

 Styblo (2007) does propose a useful method for filtering out circumstances where 

loanwords and native counterparts have identical conceptual meanings (namely being denotational 

synonyms). After the process of verifying each word pair can be denotational synonyms, described 

in §3.3, only circumstances where they are actually denotational synonyms are needed for counting 

frequency. The first step is to identify two sets of preceding adjectives of the two alternatives will 

be identified from the corpus and the next step is to identify the set of shared preceding adjectives 

between the two alternatives. Eventually, only sentences where either one alternative co-occurs 

with an adjective from the shared list, will be counted towards frequencies.  

This method of collocation can also be further extended both internally to include more 

than one type of collocated words used as criteria for one target pair and externally to apply to all 

four major speech categories: noun, adjectives, verbs and adverbs. Internally, the group of 
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collocated words for target nouns can be extended to other part of speech categories. For example, 

verbs that take target nouns as subjects or objects can be included, because they also apply 

semantic restrictions to nouns they can take. Externally, for target words from the other three part 

of speech categories, possible types of collocated words could be defined individually. For 

adjectives, if collocated adjectives can cast restrictions on their noun modifies, such influence 

works vice versa and collocated nouns can be used to limit the semantic meaning of their adjective 

modifiers. Similarly, for adverbs, their collocated verbs can serve the purpose of restricting 

semantic meanings; for verbs, their collocated adverbs, potentially together with subjects and 

direct/indirect objects, serve the same purpose.  

Not only does using collocated words to filter corpus data restrict the conceptual 

onomasiological variation between two alternatives in the collected data, it also rules out the 

pragmatic type of formal onomasiological variation between them. Due to the discourse coherence 

theory discussed in § 2.3.1, the pragmatic features of words that co-occur with each other in one 

sentence should match at every level. Therefore, in circumstances where either one of the two 

alternatives co-occurs with, for example, one adjective in the corpus, there is no pragmatic type of 

onomasiological variation between the two alternatives and consequently the difference of word 

frequencies counting only these circumstances should reflect speakers’ attitude rather than other 

onomasiological variation. For instance, to express the concept of DOING BUSINESS in Chinese, 

both a formal variety of jing-shang ‘do business’ and another informal variety of zuo-shengyi ‘do 

business’ can be used. If an adverbial phrase is needed to modify both varieties in order to express 

the concept DOING BUSINESS OVERSEA, the felicitous adverbial variety for jing-shang ‘do business’ 

would be haiwai ‘oversea’, a more formal one, while for zuo-shengyi ‘do business’ would be zai-

guowai ‘in a foreign country’, a less formal one. Hypothetically, if haiwai ‘oversea’, the more 
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formal way of expressing OVERSEA, is observed to collocate with both jing-shang ‘do business’ 

and zuo-shengyi ‘do business’, then the formal difference between the two alternatives is not 

significant. Thus, only analyzing data where two synonyms collocate with one identical criteria 

word could reduce the influence of pragmatic variation (short for pragmatic type of formal 

onomasiological variation) in the results of lexical choice.     

 Styblo (2007) offers a method for qualitatively filtering out the desired data where 

loanwords and native synonyms are identified as denotational synonyms to eliminate the influence 

of conceptual onomasiological variation, as well as that of pragmatic variations, between the pair 

on the difference in word frequencies. Then, a quantitative way of calculating the degree of 

difference in word frequencies, incorporating the qualitative contextual information (i.e. preceding 

adjectives), is needed.  

 

3.6 Methodology adopted in this thesis  

The methodology adopted in this thesis is essentially a modified version of the collocation method 

conducted in Styblo (2007) with a different way of treating the word frequencies, and therefore it 

still essentially adopts both the onomasiological and phraseological perspectives. The new method 

of dealing with word frequencies calculates one weighted percentage score out of the word 

frequencies each for loanword, relative to its native synonym, which represent how much speakers 

are willing to choose loanwords over the native synonyms when both are equally qualified to be 

chosen conceptually and pragmatically. The same set of data from Styblo (2007) shown in Figure 

2. is used to demonstrate the calculation process.   

First of all, there is the assumption that when the loanword and its native synonym co-

occur with one adjective in the corpus, which means that they can actually be replaced by each 
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other in these sentences without causing any conceptual or pragmatic difference. Then, the 

percentages of speakers’ preference between the two alternatives after each adjective should be 

calculated individually, as shown in Figure 3. Taking the adjective profyessional'niy ‘professional’ 

as example, the word frequency of it co-occurring with killyer ‘killer’ is 11 times and with oobiytsa 

‘killer’ 25 times. Therefore, in this corpus they are equally qualified to be chosen conceptually and 

pragmatically 35 times in total, and in these 35 times, killyer ‘killer’ is chosen 11 times (11/35 = 

31.43%) and oobiytsa ‘killer’ is chosen 25 times (11/35 = 68.57%). Note that syeriyniy ‘serial’ is 

not included already because it only occurs with oobiytsa ‘killer’, and the lexical choice is already 

made when choosing the candidate with the best matching conceptual meaning at the 

onomasiological level. Oobiytsa ‘killer’ is a better candidate to name the referent modified by 

syeriyniy ‘serial’ than killyer ‘killer’. Percentages for each word frequency in the table are 

calculated onomasiologically, meaning that the percentage is calculated relative to the overall 

frequency of both alternatives co-occurring with one adjective. Taking the adjective 

profyessional'niy ‘professional’ as example again, its word frequency co-occurring with killyer 

‘killer’ is 11 times.  

 

Figure 3: Onomasiological percentages for each adjective for the one word pair in Styblo (2007:33) 

Киллер  
killyer  
‘killer’ 

Totals   Убийца  
oobiytsa 
‘killer’ 

Totals   

All  340  All  3000  
Adj.  127  Adj.  700  
 Count  Percentage   Count  Percentage  
Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

4 23.53% Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

13 76.47% 

Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

6 4.80% Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

119 95.20% 

Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

11 30.56% Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

25 69.44% 
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Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

1 8.33% Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

11 91.67% 

 
 

Secondly, for the loanword, percentages for its frequencies with each collocated adjectives 

should be calculated relative to the overall frequency of it co-occurring with all the shared 

collocated adjectives, as shown in Figure 4. For example, the word frequency of killyer ‘killer’ co-

occurs with it is 11 times, with predpolagaemyj ‘supposed’ 4 times, with naemnyj ‘hired’ 6 times, 

with hladnokrovnyj ‘cold-blooded’ 1 time and therefore in total 22 times killyer ‘killer’ is equally 

qualified conceptually and pragmatically in the process of lexical competition with oobiytsa 

‘killer’. Then, the percentage for profyessional'niy ‘professional’ is 4/22 = 18.18%. These 

percentages are calculated relative to the overall frequency of the one alternatives and are 

calculated semasiologically.  

 

Figure 4: Semasiological percentages for each adjective for the one word pair in Styblo (2007:33) 

Киллер  
killyer  
‘killer’ 

Totals   Убийца  
oobiytsa 
‘killer’ 

Totals   

All  340  All  3000  
Adj.  127  Adj.  700  
 Count  Percentage   Count  Percentage  
Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

4 
18.18% 

23.53% 
 

Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

13 
 

76.47% 

Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

6 
27.27% 

4.80% 
 

Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

119 
 

95.20% 

Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

11 
50.00% 

30.56% Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

25 
 

69.44% 

Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

1 
4.55% 

8.33% Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

11 
 

91.67% 

Total  22 
100.00% 
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Thirdly, one percentage score needs to be calculated for the loanword and therefore for 

those onomasiological percentages calculated in the first step above, each is weighted by its 

corresponding semasiological percentage, and the sum of those weighted percentages is calculated 

as the final score for the loanword, as shown in Figure 5. The final score 23.32% represents 

speakers’ preference for loanword killyer ‘killer’, relative to its native synonyms oobiytsa ‘killer’.  

 

Figure 5: Weighted percentages and their sum for the loanword in Styblo (2007:33) 

Киллер  
killyer  
‘killer’ 

Totals   Убийца  
oobiytsa 
‘killer’ 

Totals   

All  340  All  3000  
Adj.  127  Adj.  700  
 Count  Percentage   Count  Percentage  
Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

4 
18.18% 

23.53% 
5.91% 

Predpolagaemyj 
‘supposed’ 

13 
 

76.47% 
 

Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

6 
27.27% 

4.80% 
1.31% 

Нaemnyj  
‘hired’ 

119 
 

95.20% 
 

Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

11 
50.00% 

30.56% 
15.72% 

Professional'nyj 
‘professional’ 

25 
 

69.44% 
 

Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

1 
4.55% 

8.33% 
0.38% 

Hladnokrovnyj  
‘cold-blooded’ 

11 
 

91.67% 
 

Total  22 
100.00% 

 
23.32% 

   

 

Note that the set of data from Styblo (2007) is only used to demonstrate how the calculation 

in the methodology adopted in this thesis would work step by step. On one hand, not all adjectives 

co-occurring with both alternatives are included, as stated in Styblo (2007). The final score would 

be more accurate if all collocated adjectives are included. On the one hand, these word frequencies 

are collected from the entire corpus without any time frame restriction and therefore the final score 

of preference is for the usage of the loanword from the time it entered Russian to present time. 

And this methodology actually proposes to calculate the scores for one loanword over several time 
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periods, in order to capture how the speakers’ preference changes over time. Since most corpora 

record the date of creation for texts they include, it is possible to conduct such diachronic studies. 

The actual time periods division could be decided by the goal of researches.  

As discussed in §3.2, because corpus data is observational in nature, analyses using 

observational data cannot conclude causal relationships between variables but only correlational 

relationships. Therefore, this methodology only aims to capture patterns in speakers’ attitude, 

reflected in word frequencies, rather than actually explaining those patterns observed. The scope 

of such patterns depend on both from which language community researchers collect corpus data 

and which genres of texts are included in the corpus. As a result, when choosing corpus to apply 

to this methodology, attention must be paid to the corpus’ generalizability of the target population. 

The variation of the scores for one loanword over time could be tested if it correlates with changes 

in other variables over time, the results of which could point out potential further research direction 

or the need for further experiments to be conducted to explain the pattern observed. While this 

methodology eliminates the influence of semantic and pragmatic features of two alternatives on 

their word frequency difference, it does not, however, exclude the influence of other confounding 

variables. For example, the vowel harmony in certain adjective-noun pairs could also potentially 

skew the speaker’s usage preference between the two lexical candidates.  

In the next section, a diachronic case study on English loanwords in Russian language is 

conducted, using this methodology and tests whether the entire language community’s preference 

towards loanwords correlates with the government’s (now Russian and previous USSR) attitude 

towards loanwords, or with the Russian language purists’ attiutude.  
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	4. Diachronic case study on English loans in Russian  

This diachronic study looks into one word pair, an English loanword and it native synonym, in 

Russian. First of all, this study goes through a historical overview of English borrowings in Russian 

language, including several notable influxes of English loans into Russian, the government’s 

attitude towards foreign borrowings and the language purism against loanwords. Secondly, the 

corpus used in this study, the Russian National Corpus, is evaluated in terms of how suitable it is 

for conducting the proposed methodology. Thirdly, the process of identifying the word pair is 

explained. Fourthly, potential difficulties of applying the methodology to corpus data are identified, 

using this case study as an example, and potential solutions are offered. In the end, the results of 

applying the proposed methodology are presented and then analyzed, in order to show the potential 

of such methodology to provide different ways of understanding the phenomena.  

    

4.1 Background on English loanwords in Russian  

This concept of loanword, or lexical borrowing, is not a foreign concept in contemporary Russian 

language at all, since it is usually the result of language contact between two languages and that 

between Russian and English has a long history. Origins of loanwords in Russian can be traced 

back to various European and Middle Eastern languages, including Dutch, German, English, 

French, Italian, Yiddish, Arabic. Such variety can be largely attributed to the critical geographical 

location of Russia, the diversity of ethnic groups living in the region and the historical contact 

between Russia and other countries. Within all these loanwords in Russian, the significantly large 

chunk that came from English deserves special attention. It is not surprising that English is 

currently the most dominant donor language of loanwords in Russian (Romanov 2000:32), since 

the likelihood of lexical borrowing happening is heavily related to the interactive situation between 
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speakers of these two languages. English-speaking countries in the West have had a huge amount 

of cultural, political, economic and social impact on the Russian-speaking regions, especially those 

once belonged to the Soviet Union (i.e. Belarus, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan etc.) due to 

the complex and turbulent political interaction between America and the Soviet Union around the 

late twentieth century. The tremendous influence of Western values and cultures on the Soviet 

society inevitably resulted in the influx of English lexical borrowing into contemporary Russian.  

 The first influx of loanwords with English origin happened around the mid eighteenth 

century when Catherine the Great gained her throne. She favored English culture and therefore 

promoted translation of English literature and plays directly into Russian, which resulted in an 

enormous amount of incoming English loanwords (Alekseev 1944:96). In the nineteenth century, 

English was second to French in popularity in Russia, but the amount of loanwords with English 

origin was still relatively low compared to those with French or Germen origins. Mikhel’son’s 

dictionary included approximately 300 loanwords of English origin, which made up only 15 

percent of all loanwords in Russian language at that time period (Proshina & Ettkin 2005:441). 

Consequently, these English loanwords were not the target of language purists around that time, 

who focused on attacking loanwords with other foreign origins. Such continuous increase in the 

number of English loanwords stopped around the 1860s because of the onset of proletariat 

revolutions in Russia. More intellectuals turned their attention to the Russian society and Russian 

literature, instead of foreign ones (Proshina & Ettkin 2005:442). Because there was little pressure 

from the government, which supported the incoming of loanwords, language purists gained more 

power during the time of revolutions. Such a tendency of rejection towards loanwords continued 

into the twentieth century, and Lenin, the leader of the communist party, was actually the first one 

as a political role in Soviet Russia to warn against the “bad influence” of loanwords on the Russian 
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language. All things with a foreign origin, including loanwords were rejected in the beginning of 

the twentieth century.  

 The trend of fighting against loanwords changed again in the 1930s when the Soviet Union 

tried to push for “rapid industrialization, technological innovation and development of science and 

education” (Proshina & Ettkin 2005:442). Thus, such growth of English loanwords entering the 

Russian language was further reinforced by the anti-Nazi alliance of World War II between the 

Soviet Union and other Western countries, especially England and America. As a result, the 

number of English loans surpassed that of French and German ones, and English has become the 

main source of borrowings in Russian since then (Romanov 2000:32). However, from the 1940s 

to 1950s, the attitude towards English loanwords quickly turned in the opposite direction, triggered 

by the start of the Cold War between USSR and US. The political tension between the two sides 

fostered a negative view towards everything with a Western origin in the Russian language and 

few words entered Russian around that time period. Encouraged by such a trend, the language 

purism campaign reached a climax during these two decades (Proshina & Ettkin 2005:442). 

Regardless of the repression on the usage of loanwords, the number of documented English loans 

in Russian had reached the line of 2000 words by 1950s (Beliaeva 1984:1984). 

   The popularity of purists’ perspectives was stopped during the Khrushchev Thaw, which 

refers to the time period from early 1950s to early 1960s when repression and censorship were the 

main themes of the Soviet Union. Since the start of the de-Stalinization period after the death of 

the Soviet Union leader Joseph Stalin in 1953, the Soviet people began to doubt the legitimacy of 

their social system and were attracted by the dream of “democracy,” advertised by the West. The 

Khrushchev government at the time still tried to stir the public’s increasing preference for Western 

values, but the acceptance towards those cultures and values among Soviet people had no doubt 
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reached a new high at that time. The tendency of devaluing communist ideas and of admiring 

Western democratic ones contributed to the increase of positive connotations relating to newly 

borrowed English loanwords. Consequently, these loanwords’ usage also increased among 

Russian-speaking population (Larionova 1999:10), compared to the ones that came in earlier and 

carried rather negative connotations due to the Soviet government’s previous propaganda of 

demonizing the West. A huge influx of English loanwords entered Russian through mass media, 

pop culture, science and literary translation. Such a boom of incoming English loanwords is 

actually the first boom in Russian history, which was initiated by the people, rather than the 

government.  

Since the 1990s and after the collapse of the Soviet Union, the new Russian government is 

more open to the Western cultures and values. As a result, the influx of English loanwords is 

reaching a new high and the Russian language is currently experiencing another boom of incoming 

English loanwords through informational technology, mass media and pop culture (Proshina & 

Ettkin 2005:442). However, the Russian government recently started to repress linguistic diversity 

in Russia, together with the usage of loanwords, and in June of 2005 the federal legislation On the 

National Language was signed into law by Vladimir Putin. The law focuses not only the language-

status planning, but also the issue of language norms, in an attempt to regulate non-normative 

language and foreign lexicon (Chevalier 2006:30).   

The history of English loanwords is divided into several time periods, based on the turning 

points of overall attitudes towards English loanwords, shown below:  

1. 1750s – 1850s:  

The government advocated for loanwords and the public’s attitude was 

generally positive. 

2. 1860s – 1920s:  
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Russian revolution started and the perspective of language purists gained 

power in the language community and the government as well   

3. 1930s:  

The Soviet government encouraged the incoming of English loanwords and 

purists’ opinion was repressed 

4. 1940s – 1950s: 

Due to the Cold War, the government’s attitude went negative and purists 

campaign was popular  

5. 1960s – 1980s: 

Due to the Khrushchev Thaw, more English loanwords entered Russian in 

the Soviet people’s fight back against the repression while the government’s 

attitude was negative.  

6. 1990s – present: 

It is currently another boom of English loanwords into Russian and the 

Russian government has started to repress the usage of them.  

 

4.2 Russian National Corpus13 

The Russian National Corpus will be used in this study. The Russian National Corpus has over 

147 million tokens in total and covers texts, whose date of creation range from the mid 18th century 

to the early 21st century. For each piece of text included in the corpus, information regarding 

authors, resources and creation dates is recorded. It consists of three major parts: early texts (from 

the mid 18th century to the mid 20th century), modern written texts (from 1950s to the present day) 

and a subcorpus of real-life Russian speech (recordings of oral speech from the same time period). 

In this study only the corpus for modern written texts will be used.  

                                                
13All information about the Russian National Corpus comes from the official website 
http://ruscorpora.ru/en/index.html 
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As mentioned in §3.2, the proposed methodology does require the corpus used to be 

representative of the language usage of a certain language community, in order for the captured 

pattern to be applicable to the entire population of the community. The modern written corpus is 

representative of the language usage of the entire Russian language community because it contains 

not only the original works that have cultural significance but also ordinary unpublished texts from 

daily life14, like journals, letters, diaries, fictions, essays, etc. It is well-balanced between different 

genres with more than 50% of unpublished texts with less formality and less influence of 

censorship, matching the proportion of each genre in its daily language usage at each time period. 

Therefore, this corpus fits the needs of this study with application of the proposed methodology. 

However, the early written corpus will not be used because due to the availability of electronic 

versions and modern reprints, the percentage of fiction for this period is much higher than for the 

second half of the 20th century. Consequently, this corpus is less representative in terms of text 

genre.  

 

4.3 One pair of English loanwords and their native synonyms    

As mentioned in §3.3, denotational synonyms need to be collected for the proposed methodology 

not through dictionaries, but through judgement from a native speaker on whether the conceptual 

meanings of two lexical items are identical in one context and therefore the two alternatives can 

be used to replace one with the other in that context. One pair of English loanword and its native 

synonym in Russian is identified from the course materials from the course Russian Political 

History15 offered in the Saint Petersburg State University, which are written by a native speaker 

                                                
14 However, it has not been found out how these unpublished texts enter the corpus, at least not from the 
official online website.  
15 The course name is originally in Russian Политические процессы в России: история и 
современность, and the course materials are written by Professor Белоус Б.С.   
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of Russian. The course materials contain articles on the history of Russia and before each article a 

list of words selected from the article, for which definitions in Russian are offered for their 

meanings in the text. This word pair is selected because an alternative item is selected to serve as 

the definition for one lexical item and one of them is an English loanword with the other of them 

a native one. Thus, this word pair fits the definition of denotational synonym discussed in §2.3.2 

because the assumption is that they are judged sufficiently felicitous that they can be used 

interchangeably in one sentence without causing differences conceptually. The one pair of lexical 

items is presented in Figure 6. below.  

 

Figure 6. One pair of English loanword and its native Russian synonym. 

Russian Synonym English Loanword English Translation  

predprinimatel' biznesmen ‘businessman’ 

 

 
4.4 Methodology 

Though the detailed procedure for applying the actual methodology to data is presented in §3.4, 

there are several difficulties that were encountered in the treatment of corpus data in this specific 

study and reveal more potential limitations about the application of methodology to actual data. 

This section will present how these difficulties are handled in this study and how future researchers 

can come up with other solutions specific to their studies.    

 First of all, although the methodology proposes that conducting diachronic studies is 

possible and well advocated, the amount of data that can be counted towards the conditioned word 

frequencies is rather limited and therefore it might not be possible to divide the entire timeline into 

tiny chunks. Otherwise, the word frequencies calculated for each tiny time frame might not be 

large enough that the difference is statistically significant, even for time periods from the first half 
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of last century. In this study, the list of time periods marked by turning points in the history of 

English loanwords in Russian is not used because the number of texts dated before the 1990s is 

significantly smaller than that after the 1990s and so are the collected word frequencies. Therefore, 

the solution chosen for the study is to split the timeline into half and compare the differences in 

words frequencies of the English loanword and its native Russian synonym before and after the 

collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991.  

 Secondly, the process of downloading the desired data from the online corpus is rather 

troublesome. A list of adjectives that co-occur with the loanword must be first identified from all 

occurrences of that loanword in the entire corpus, but such an ideal searching function is not 

available in the website of online corpus. Thus, this step requires downloading all occurrences of 

each target word from the corpus together with the contextual information and dates of creation. 

However, at least for Russian National Corpus, such downloading tasks cannot be automatically 

done, and all results are shown fifteen entries per page, which makes the required manual effort to 

copy all results overly time-consuming. Such an attempt to avoid others from replicating the entire 

corpus is not a rare for large corpora, like the Russian National Corpus. In this study, a 

programming tool written in python is developed in order to automatically go through each page 

and download useful data from each entry16.   

 Thirdly, observing an adjective preceding the target noun does not mean that the observed 

adjective is indeed modifying that noun and therefore how to identify correctly the modifying 

adjectives of the target noun becomes an issue, which needs language-specific solutions. 

Regarding Russian, this issue is easy to solve because Russian is highly inflectional and the 

                                                
16 This programming tool is written by Jeremy Fahringer, the Laboratory Instructor of Linguistics 
Department of Swarthmore College, and he also helped with running the program to collect data. The 
public repository for this tool is at https://github.com/jfahringer/rn_corpus_tool, and the version that we 
used to extract data in this study was v1.0.0 prior to public release. 
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modifying adjective and the modified noun match in case and number, both clearly indicated in 

word endings. However, if the methodology is applied to other languages, this issue might get 

complicated.  

 

4.5 Results and Discussion  

This probability of Russian native speakers choosing the English loanword biznesmen 

‘businessman’ over its Russian synonym predprinimatel' ‘businessman’ when both are equally 

qualified to be chosen before the collapse of USSR in 1991 is 73.18% and the probability after 

1991 is 56.34%17. There is a significant drop in the preferences towards the loanword shown in 

the result, which is quite surprising because, although the attitude of the Russian government 

towards English loanwords shifted from negative to positive after 1991, Russian people also were 

embracing the incoming of English loanwords since 1960s. Together with the current boom of 

English loanwords starting 1990s, it seems more possible that the speakers’ preference reflected 

in weighted word frequencies should show an increase preference for the loanword, compared 

before and after 1991. 

However, such pattern captured is reasonable if interpreted from a different angle. The first 

occurrence of the loanword biznesmen ‘businessman’ in the corpus is in 1917 and therefore the 

actual time period when this loanword entered in Russian language is before 1917. Though the 

decrease in speaker’s preference of loanwords is obvious, it must be noted that such decrease can 

also be interpreted as that the attitude towards loanwords goes from radically positive to rather 

neutral (closer to 50%, which would mean there is no difference between the two alternatives to 

the speakers). Then, the tendency captured indicates the convergence between two alternatives in 

                                                
17 See Appendix for tables of shared co-occurring adjective for the pair of nouns with frequencies.   
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lexical choices conducted by speakers over time. In the rest of this section, a possible explanation 

for the captured pattern in speakers’ attitude is proposed and explained. Note that the intention is 

not to argue that the presented explanation indeed caused the captured pattern, but to demonstrate 

that finding a surprising pattern allows for some new interpretations from a different perspective.  

Most occurrences of this loanword distribute during the influx of English loanwords from 

1960s to 1980s, which was initiated by the Soviet people themselves for the first time in order to 

fight against the repression of the Soviet government (see the historical overview of attitudes 

towards English loanwords in §4.1). As a result, it can be inferred that the intention of favoring 

the Western values and criticizing the Soviet government motivated the action of using loanwords 

more than the native synonyms. The very choice of loanwords over native synonyms conducted 

by speakers carried with it the sense of rebellion against and dissatisfaction towards the current 

societal atmosphere. However, after the collapse of the origin of repression in 1991, the Russian 

people had no target to fight against and consequently the usage of loanwords instead of their 

native synonyms lost its special meaning. Consequently, there is no special reason for them to 

intentionally choose one over the other and the previous radical preference towards loanwords 

gradually fades away. As a result, there is no huge difference between the preference level of two 

alternatives, that is reflected to be closer to 50% (neutral attitude) in the percentage calculated.  

As demonstrated in this case study, although only correlational conclusion can be drawn 

using observational data, results based on observational data could be unexpected and therefore 

suggest new direction of understanding the speakers’ attitudes towards loanwords.    
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5. Conclusion   

In the field of loanword research, it has been pointed out that more studies should investigate 

loanwords from an onomasiological and phraseological perspective, which means to study 

loanwords in relationship with their native synonyms in the receptor language and to include the 

immediate contexts where loanwords occur. It has also been pointed out that more research in the 

field should incorporate corpus data or experiment design. Therefore, this thesis proposes a 

methodology, which attempts to capture speakers’ attitude towards loanwords in corpus data, in 

comparison to that of native synonyms, applying both the onomasiological and phraseological 

persepctives. Note that although this methodology successfully excludes the confounding 

influence of both semantic and pragmatic differences between each word pair, it does not eliminate 

influence of all confounding variables, which needs to be kept in mind when applying this 

methodology to real data. The application of such a methodology is demonstrated through a 

diachronic study of an English loanword and its native synonym in the Russian language. As 

shown both in §3 and §4, the intention of such a corpus-based methodology is not to replace the 

more commonly used method of questionnaires or experiments but to capture the pattern of the 

speakers’ attitude in their natural language usage, which might turn out to be different from 

patterned found in surveys and experiments. Subsequently, the captured patterns can provide 

researchers with a different perspective on the linguistic phenomena of loanwords and point out 

potential directions for further research, which could utilize surveys and experiments to explain 

the observed patterns.  

 While this proposed methodology is relatively new in terms of capturing attitudes through 

corpus data, it only provides a revised conceptual framework and a very general procedure. Future 

research could potentially look into one of the following directions, in an attempt to advance this 
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proposed methodology. First of all, this thesis not only explains how to apply the methodology to 

investigate nouns by collocated adjectives, but also notes that it is theoretically possible to 

investigate loanwords in other part of speech (POS) categories, using collocated lexical items from 

other categories as well. This thesis uses nouns with collocated adjectives as examples because 

this type of collocation is easier to identify, with the modifying adjective directly preceding the 

modified noun. One direction is to look into effective ways to expand the collocation method to 

other POS categories. Moreover, if research intends to apply the methodology to a large list of 

loanwords and native synonyms, rather than the case study approach shown in this thesis, it would 

be more convenient to build some sort of computational tool to collect the collocated lexical items 

from corpus data. In this thesis, all steps after downloading data online are done manually and 

even one pair of words takes hours to work with. Therefore, a programming tool that would 

automatically handle the data, following the methodology would be very useful to expand the 

scope of research. In addition, if a computational tool is ever built, the problem with finding non-

adjacent collocated words could potentially be solved as well. Since some corpora include texts, 

in which all sentences are marked for syntactic dependency, the computational tool could process 

the tree of syntactic dependency for each sentence with the target word and then identify the 

collocated words according to their syntactic relationship.   
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Appendix: The raw word frequencies for the pair of one English loanword and its native 
Russian synonym.  
 

before 1991 Бизнесмен Предприниматель Total  
крупный 8 6 14 
американский 21 4 25 
французский 2 3 5 
японский 2 3 5 
местный 4 2 6 
западный 9 2 11 
удачливый 3 1 4 
богатый  1 1 2 
Total  50 22 72 

 

after 1991 Бизнесмен Предприниматель Total  
российский 68 120 188 
крупный 111 68 179 
местный 25 44 69 
мелкий 19 41 69 
известный 23 30 53 
русский 24 23 47 
молодый 27 22 49 
начинающий 11 21 32 
успешный 28 20 48 
отечественный 14 19 31 
Московский 19 15 34 
удачливый 19 14 33 
зарубежный 5 10 15 
иностранный 13 10 23 
новый 2 10 12 
французский 7 10 17 
западный 24 9 33 
немецкий 8 9 17 
японский 18 9 27 
честный 5 8 13 
знакомый 7 6 13 
Китайский 10 6 16 
состоятельный 7 6 13 
талантливый 1 6 7 
крупнейший 11 5 16 
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столичный 7 5 12 
богатейший 18 4 22 
видный 4 4 8 
настоящий 10 4 14 
независимый 1 4 5 
саратовский 5 4 9 
современный 4 4 8 
итальянский 6 3 9 
серьезный 13 3 16 
ученый 5 3 8 
бельгийский 3 2 5 
еврейский 1 2 3 
израильский 5 2 7 
компьютерный 1 2 3 
Латвийский 2 2 4 
питерский 6 2 8 
региональный 2 2 4 
солидный 11 2 13 
уважаемый 3 1 4 
бывший 2 1 3 
влиятельный 5 1 6 
Вольский 1 1 2 
дальневосточный 1 1 2 
египетский 1 1 2 
иный 2 1 3 
испанский 1 1 2 
исследований 1 1 2 
лондонский 2 1 3 
некоий 1 1 2 
неудачливый 2 1 3 
опытный 4 1 5 
Польский 5 1 6 
Разорившийся 3 1 4 
советский 2 1 3 
украинский 7 1 8 
хороший 2 1 3 
чеченский 6 1 7 
ярославский 1 1 2 
Total  662 615 1277 

 


